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Abstract
In this paper we propose a block shrinkage method in the wavelet domain for
estimating an unknown function in the presence of Gaussian noise. This shrinkage
utilizes an empirical Bayes, block-adaptive approach that accounts for the sparse-
ness of the representation of the unknown function. The modeling is accomplished
by using a mixture of two normal-inverse gamma
 
distributions as a joint
prior on wavelet coefficients and noise variance in each block at a particular res-
olution level. This method results in explicit and fast rules. An automatic, level
dependent choice for the prior hyperparameters is also suggested. Finally, the
performance of the proposed method, BBS (Bayesian Block Shrinkage), is illus-
trated on the battery of standard test functions and compared to some standard
wavelet-based denoising methods.
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1 Introduction
The problem of interest is to estimate the function 	 using the observations 
  




& ,' * , is a sequence of equispaced points, !"-/. is an unknown
noise level, and the errors
#0
are i.i.d. standard normal random variables.
Wavelet-based procedures have shown to be well suited for such settings and
non-parametric estimators are obtained by applying simple shrinkage rules on the
wavelet-transformed data. A rapidly growing literature on this problem is avail-
able, see Antoniadis (1997), Vidakovic (1999), and Percival and Walden (2000),
among others for a general overview.
A variety of shrinkage methods based on classical and Bayesian statistical
models in the wavelet domain have been proposed and studied since Donoho and
his coauthors (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994; Donoho et al., 1995) first introduced
VisuShrink, SureShrink, and their modifications. In this broad context of function
estimation, Bayesianly justified procedures have proved efficient for their capa-
bility of incorporating prior information about the unknown signal. According to
the Bayesian paradigm, a location model in the wavelet domain is assumed and
a prior distribution is imposed on the location and other unknown parameters of
the model. Since unknown locations correspond to the signal in the time domain
an estimator of the signal is obtained by inversely transforming Bayes estimators
of the locations. Priors on the signal part in the wavelet domain can incorporate
information about smoothness, periodicity, selfsimilarity, and some other charac-
teristics of 	 . Some examples of such Bayesian procedures can be found in Chip-
man, Kolaczyk, and McCulloch (1997), Abramovich, Sapatinas and Silverman
(1998), Clyde, Parmigiani and Vidakovic (1998), Vidakovic (1998), Vidakovic
and Ruggeri (2001) and in the volume by Müller and Vidakovic (1999), among
others.
Motivated by the need for spatial adaptivity, Hall, Kerkyacharian, and Picard
(1998, 1999) first suggested grouping wavelet coefficients into blocks and mod-
eling them block-wise exploiting the information that coefficients convey about
the size of their nearby neighbors. Interesting theoretical optimality results have
been obtained for such block estimators and their excellent MSE-performance
has been reported. See also Cai (1999a, 1999b), Hall, Penev, Kerkyacharian and
Picard (1997), Efromovich (2000), Cai and Silverman (2000). Recently, the pro-
posed block methodology has been explored from the Bayesian point of view by
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Abramovich, Besbeas and Sapatinas (2000) who develop empirical Bayes block
shrinkage estimators.
We propose the Bayesian Block Shrinkage (BBS) method, in which non-linear
block-shrinkage rules are obtained via a Bayesian modeling approach. Specifi-
cally, wavelet coefficients at each resolution level are grouped in blocks of a given
size and a Bayesian model is defined on each block, by taking into account both
the sparseness of wavelet representations of the noiseless signal and the magni-
tude of the error affecting the sample. The need to model dependence between
neighboring coefficients and their spareness is accomplished by a mixture of two
normal-inverse gamma (NIG) distributions with different “scales”, mixed in a pro-
portion which depends on the level in a wavelet decomposition. This is in accor-
dance with well established Berger-Müller priors in the wavelet domain consisting
of two components: point mass or almost point mass that models non-energetic
coefficients, and the “spread” distribution modeling large wavelet coefficients. By
considering this model in the wavelet domain we can also match the marginal
(predictive) model and observed empirical distribution of wavelet coefficients. In
our setting the marginal distribution of each block of wavelet coefficients turns out
to be a balanced combination of two multivariate Student 1 distributions one of
which being very concentrated around zero. Such marginal “matching” modeling
is impossible if plug-in estimators of
!32
are used; see the argument in Vidakovic
and Ruggeri (2001).
The normal-inverse gamma priors have previously been used in the wavelet
context because of their conjugacy with respect to normal conditional models,
see Vidakovic and Müller (1995), Vannucci and Corradi (1999), and De Canditiis
(2001).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model, prior selec-
tion and provides derivation of the shrinkage rule. Section 3 discusses a simple
and automatic choice for the prior parameters, which works well for standard sim-
ulation contexts. Finally, Section 4 contains the simulational study performed on
the battery of standard test functions and comparison with some standard wavelet-
based methods.
2 The Model
We consider the following regression model:
 /4  "!356 (2)
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where 78  9;: is a vector of equispaced observations, 4<   	  0)= 	  >0;:





a vector of i.i.d. normal random errors. In the sequel, bold variables stand for
vectors. Without loss of generality, we assume that the sample size is
* @?BA .
The standard probability model for the data isC 




Let L represent the orthogonal matrix of size *NMO* performing a discrete
wavelet transformation down to the level P . If Q0RTS U and VWRTS U are scaling and wavelet
coefficients respectively at level X and shift Y then
L Z[\ Q A S ]...Q A S 2;^3_ 
`ab    Qc0S ] = Q c0S 2;dW_   (3)
VBc0S ] = V cS 2 d _   V A _  S ]  V A _  S 2 ^ef _   : /g 
where
  Q A S ]  Q A S 2;^$_  ;h i7  Here, Pkj . is fixed and its selection depends
on the application. Since L is an orthogonal matrix, transforming the regres-
sion model (2) into the time-frequency (wavelet) domain by applying L does not
change the structure of the model.
Regression problem (2) becomesgl/m  "!5Wn
in the wavelet domain. The noise
5 n
is a vector of i.i.d. standard normal variables,m  Lo4 is the location vector, and ! 2 is the variance of the noise. Thus,
distribution of g , given m and !32 remains normal,C gpDqm ! 20FHG I  m ! 2J K (4)
and estimating unknown 4 amounts to estimating m in (4) and transforming the
estimator by L _   We first discuss completion of model (4) by normal-inverse
gamma prior on
  m ! 2 
2.1 Normal-Inverse Gamma Prior
From a Bayesian viewpoint, the model (4) is completed with a prior distribution
for parameters




is the normal-inverse gamma distribution defined byC mD ! 2FG I x ! 2 yz and Cq! 20FHGJB  s9v) (6)
then, by the conjugate structure, the posterior is still normal-inverse gamma   m ! 2   "r tsvW0x yz    gDqm %     r ts$9vxy (7)
with y  _    y _   J x   y   y_  x  g s   g : g  "x :y_  x  "s~Ox ; y  _  x v   vz "* (8)
Note that the estimator of m (posterior location   ) in (8) is an affine transforma-
tion of g . Vidakovic and Müller (1995) and Vannucci and Corradi (1999) utilize
this estimator in wavelet shrinkage with
x
=0 and conveniently defined
y
.
The marginal (predictive) distribution of the data is   g   D y  D t 2s  2u tv   ? D y D t 2   ?  w 2 u tv ?   ts   _Bt  2  (9)




prior is suitable for modeling correlation structure among
wavelet coefficients, a shortcoming of resulting rules is that they shrink “linearly”,
which is believed to be suboptimal in the wavelet context. Also, unlike the empiri-
cal distributions of wavelet coefficients, the marginal distribution (9) is not peaked
at 0.
Instead of a single

prior for locations and variances of all detail co-
efficients, we consider a mixture of two
"
priors on small, non-overlapping
blocks of coefficients. Motivation and description for this selection is provided
next.
2.2 Prior Selection
We restrict our modeling only to coefficients corresponding to wavelets (detail
coefficients in g ). The scaling coefficients ( ? c of them, corresponding to scal-
ing functions) carry the information mostly about the underlining signal and in
the process of wavelet shrinkage these coefficients are usually left unchanged.
5
Bayesian shrinkage is applied only for the wavelet coefficients, V>RTS U  XP 9 '>¡¢Yp .£ ? R  ' , in the decomposition g . At each resolution level X in g
(X¤ P =9¥ ' ) the wavelet coefficients are grouped into ¦§R¨ ? R  ¦ non-
overlapping blocks, g©RTS ª«/m|RTS ª   5rh¬ t­ (' ) ¦®R  , where ¦ is the size block
(a power of 2). The blocks are assumed independent of each other, and for eachX©IP 9¯ ' and ­ k' = ¦®R we assume normal likelihood and prior dis-
tribution over
  m|RTS ª !$2) designed to capture the sparseness of the signal in the
wavelet domain.
Our prior choice is a level-dependent mixture of two
"
distributions with
different variances balanced by random weight °KR :C m|RTS ª ! 2 D °R FG °R "r s9vw9±²9y R  ³  '  °R r s9vw9±²9´ R ) (10)C °R FHG Bernoulli    R 
with
y Rµ,Q 2R J¶ and ´ R·k¸ 2R J¶ . Parameters s/-k. , v- ? , .º¹  R ¹ ' , ¸R -I.
and Q%R - ' are selected depending on the problem (data); an automatic selection
of parameters is possible and will be discussed later.
The first component in the mixture (11) is a spread distribution that models
large wavelet coefficients ( Q0R» ' ) while the second component describes small
coefficients ( ¸R is small). Parameter  R is the proportion of large wavelet coef-
ficients at each resolution level X , and should decrease with increase of X  The
proposed model can be thought as a generalization of the model used in Chipman,
Kolaczyk and McCulloch (1997).
2.3 Derivation of the Shrinkage Rule.





indicate the associated posterior parameters of the com-
ponents corresponding to “large” and “small” coefficients respectively, as given
in (8).
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By using the marginal distribution (9) and the conjugate structure of
"
priors discussed earlier, we obtain the posterior. For related results see Berger,
1985, page 207.
 R    gµR;S ª½D °RzÁ'    gRTS ª  r s9vw9±²y R     g·RTS ª¿DÂm|R;S ª 0!$2   g·RTS ª¿D °R¾('     '   R     gRTS ª½D °R .K   g·RTS ª  r tsu9vw9±Ã9´ R     gµR;S ª½Dqm|RTS ª !$2   gRTS ª½D °R¾ .> (12)
After straightforward, but tedious algebra we obtain that the posterior is a mixture
of

distributions, as the prior was, but with data-dependent mixing weights,C m|RTS ª ! 2 DÂgRTS ª FHG Ä RTS ª  ts RTS ª 9v  x RTS ª y R    '  Ä RTS ª "r ts$RTS ª 9vx R;S ª ´|R  (13)
wherey R  ÅÆÀtÇ ÅÆÀ J=¶x RTS ª  y R gRTS ªs RTS ª  sÈ g :RTS ª gR;S ª«x ;R;S ª y _ R x RTS ªv   vz ¦ 
´ R  É9ÆÀtÇ ÉÆÀ J¶x RTS ª  ´ R g·RTS ªs RTS ª  sÈ g :RTS ª g·RTS ªOx ;RTS ª ´| _ R;S ª x RTS ªv   vr ¦    v  
(14)
and Ä RTS ª¨  R Ê '  Q 2RË ÀÌ tÇ Å ÆÀ   _ Ë ÀÌ tÇ É9ÆÀ¨Í  tsÈ g :ÀtÎ Ï g ÀtÎ ÏtÇ É9ÆÀ 0Ð sÃ g :ÀtÎ Ï g ÀtÎ ÏÑtÇ Å ÆÀ Ò _Ó®
Ç ¶ Ñ  2
In inference about mRTS ª , !$2 is a nuisance parameter and after integrating it out
from (13) we obtainm|RTS ª¿DÂg·RTS ª GÄ RTS ª     x¥RTS ª 9sRTS ª yR    '  Ä RTS ª ;    x RTS ª 9s$RTS ª ´R ) (15)
According to Bayesian paradigm, the posterior distribution carries all the in-
formation about the modeled parameters. The Bayes rule (when the underlying
loss is the squared error) is the mean of the posterior
7
JÕÔ   m|RTS ª¿DqgRTS ª   Ä RTS ª   gRTS ª TxRTS ª  ³  '  Ä RTS ª   gRTS ª 0TxRTS ª  (16)
The posterior variance, important in assessing the variability of the estimator is
also explicitÖB×KØ   m|RTS ª¿DqgµR;S ª   Ä RTS ª s R;S ªv   ? y R    '  Ä RTS ª  s RTS ªv   ? y R  Ä RTS ª   '  Ä R;S ª = x¥RTS ª OxRTS ª  xRTS ª x RTS ª  : 
3 Eliciting the Hyper-parameters
Given the potential vast variability of functions 	 we propose an automatic pro-
cedure for determining the hyperparameters and thus, the shrinkage rule. It is
commonly believed that the selection of hyperparameters must depend on data,
and a formal way of incorporating such an information is the empirical Bayes
paradigm.
In order to give a default selection of hyperparameters procedure for the es-





,  R , ¸R and Q%R (XOoP 9Ù ' ). Purely subjective elicitations
of prior could be done only when the extensive knowledge about the underlining
signal is available but, even in this case, “well scrambled” wavelet domain makes
the elicitation difficult.
Next, we propose an empirical parameter specification that works well for





describe our prior knowledge about the variance of the
noise,
! 2
. Independently of the level X , ! 2 is modeled a priori via JB  tsv





we propose to estimate
! 2
using the coefficients from the finest level of detail,Ú!  median ]0ÛBU=Û 2 ^ef DqV A _  S UBD .£EÜKÝÞKßà and then link s and v such that the mode
(
sáÐ vâ ? % of the distribution Jà  tsu9v coincides with the estimate Ú! 2 obtained




our simulations indicate that the shrinkage estimator remains robust when
s
is
between 3 and 12.
Three additional hyperparameters have to be specified for each resolution levelX 8P i ' . Hyperparameters ¸ 2R and Q 2R are variances of the “concentra-
tion” and “spread” parts respectively in the prior mixture distribution, while  R is
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the level-dependent probability that a given block is of high energy . Our recom-
mendations are the following:Q 2R ³äæå¼çWè|DqgRTSqé¬D and ¸ 2R ³åêçèìë' . _Bí0î ×Kï D VWRTSqé¬D  î &* DqVWRTSqéðDðñ  (17)
where VR;Sqé is an arbitrary wavelet coefficient at level X . Finally, for  R we follow
recommendation of Chipman, Kolaczyk, and McCulloch (1997);  R is defined as
the proportion of wavelet coefficients with locations corresponding to the “spread”
part,  Rzóò¼ô VWRTS U¿õ$D VWRTS UKD -(ö ?á÷ùø>ú   ? R  Ú!2û? R 
The “universal threshold value”,
ö ?á÷ùø>ú   ? R  Ú!$2 , is the probabilistic upper-bound
for the size of normal noise at resolution level X , as given in Donoho, Johnstone,
Kerkyacharian and Picard (1995). The main advantages of these selections, fully
defining the BBS method, are their intuitive appeal and computational simplicity.
Described prior selection works well when the signal 	 is normalized such
that the added noise with variance
! 2  ' makes a prescribed signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In real-life examples, when the level of noise is not known, some
information on SNR will be useful for rescaling the problem so that the noise
level is close to 1.
Alternative proposals can be given for a general case. An example is the choice
of Q%R and ¸0R as in Chipman, Kolaczyk and McCulloch (1997). We tested the
BBS method using their hyperparameter proposals and with slightly increased
computational time obtained comparable results.
4 Simulations
In this section we show simulated numerical results obtained by applying the es-
timator given in (16) on a standard battery of test functions blocks, bumps,
doppler, and heavisine. We denote ü4Ù   Ú	  T) Ú	  ý%;h the estimator
evaluated on the grid design and measure its performance by an average mean
square error AMSE, calculated as'þ *oÿ  U 




is the number of simulational runs, 	  T are exact values to be estimated
and
Ú	WU   are corresponding estimates in the k-th simulational run, Y©(' ) þ .
To assess the performance of the procedure we compared the AMSE, variance
and squared bias of the proposed estimator to those tabulated in Vidakovic and
Ruggeri (2001) (Tab.1 VisuShrink, SureShrink, ABWS, BAMS). The standard
test functions are re-scaled so that an added standard normal noise produces a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 7; the sample size was n=1024, and the wavelets
used were: Symmlet 8 for heavisine and doppler, Haar for blocks and
Daubechies with 3 vanishing moments for bumps. Results are presented in
Tab.1, where M=1000 simulation runs are summarized. Improvements in AMSE
are notable for functions possessing significant spatial variability such as bumps
and doppler; however, to achieve better results for blocks and heavisine
a reduction of block lengths is necessary. All simulations summarized in Tab. 1
are performed using block size ¦r Þ and parameter s óã . The size of blocks
plays an important rule in estimation and related theoretical results have been ad-
dressed in Cai (1999b). By empirically tuning the block-size, we found that ¦$ Þ
is an overall best choice. Better values for AMSE can be achieved for blocks
and heavisine test functions by reducing ¦ to 2. Block-sizes exceeding 4 are
not recommended.
The BBS method is robust with respect to the choice of parameter
s
. In Fig.1,
for the standard test functions and for
þ Ù' .>.. simulation runs, the AMSE’s
are plotted for each choice of
s
in the interval (1,25). For
s{/  ä  'W?  the value
of AMSE is not changing much. Finally, in Tab.2 we summarize an extensive
simulational study of the estimator. For
þ 8' .>.. runs, we present AMSE for
four different SNR’s (3,5,7,10) and five sample sizes
*
(256, 512, 1024, 2048,
4096), using the choice
s Iã and block size ¦ Þ . Typical reconstructions are
plotted for each test function in Figs.2 and 3.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we proposed and explored wavelet shrinkage method capable of
modeling dependence of neighboring wavelet coefficients and addressing local
changes in the data. The proposed non-linear Bayesian Block Shrinkage (BBS)is
adaptive in scale and time since the prior distribution on the signal part is (i) level-
dependent and (ii) defined in coefficients belonging to short blocks. An additional
time-adaptivity can be incorporated by specifying different priors block-wise via
the parameters Q 2RTS ª and ¸ 2RTS ª influencing the component means and their weights
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block bumps
VISUSHRINK 0.6840 (0.6122+0.0719) 1.5707 (1.4543+0.1165)
SURESHRINK 0.2225 (0.0856+0.1369) 0.6827 (0.4167+0.1165)
ABWS 0.0995 (0.0121+0.0874) 0.3495 (0.1267+0.2228)
BAMS 0.1107 (0.0142+0.0965) 0.3404 (0.1428+0.1976)
BBS 0.2034 (0.0061+0.1973) 0.2961 (0.0373+0.2588)
doppler heavisine
VISUSHRINK 0.4850 (0.4327+0.0523) 0.1204 (0.0864+0.0339)
SURESHRINK 0.2285 (0.1340+0.0946) 0.0949 (0.0534+0.0416)
ABWS 0.1646 (0.0640+0.1006) 0.0874 (0.0433+0.0442)
BAMS 0.1482 (0.0584+0.0899) 0.0815 (0.0304+0.0511)
BBS 0.1185 (0.0288+0.0897) 0.0860 (0.0394+0.0466)
Table 1: AMSE (Bias
2
+ Variance) for VisuShrink, SureShrink, ABWS, BAMS
and BBS on standard test functions. Test signals are rescaled so that the noise
variance




This flexibility can be utilized when appropriate prior knowledge on the under-
lying function 	 is available; in the case when such prior information is absent, the
BBS procedure, with an automatic selection of hyperparameters, performs well.
Implementation of the method and simulations are done in MATLAB. In the spirit
of Donoho’s initiative for reproducible research, all m-files used in producing the
tables and figures are available on request from the authors.
Acknowledgements: This work was done while the first author was visiting the
Georgia Institute of Technology with support from Agenzia Spaziale Italiana. The





SNR=3 SNR=5 SNR=7 SNR=10
BLOCKS 256 0.4309 0.4211 0.4142 0.4100
512 0.2944 0.2977 0.2825 0.2755
1024 0.2324 0.2147 0.2034 0.1968
2048 0.1398 0.1369 0.1299 0.1206
4096 0.0812 0.0769 0.0699 0.0657
BUMPS 256 0.5141 0.5597 0.5747 0.5824
512 0.4267 0.4308 0.4331 0.4354
1024 0.2706 0.2889 0.2961 0.3066
2048 0.1673 0.1883 0.1917 0.1924
4096 0.0952 0.1030 0.1097 0.1162
DOPPLER 256 0.2885 0.2925 0.3208 0.3332
512 0.1726 0.1874 0.1840 0.2020
1024 0.0969 0.1098 0.1185 0.1322
2048 0.0566 0.0659 0.0694 0.0702
4096 0.0322 0.0337 0.0345 0.0371
HEAVISINE 256 0.1231 0.1777 0.2241 0.2675
512 0.0778 0.1139 0.1425 0.1745
1024 0.0480 0.0664 0.0860 0.1063
2048 0.0301 0.0423 0.0519 0.0626
4096 0.0190 0.0262 0.0311 0.0363
Table 2: AMSE obtained with 1000 simulation runs for a variety of sample sizes
and SNR’s.
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  '  ? ß with step .£ ß .
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Figure 2: (a) A noisy block signal [SNR=7,
*
=1024, noise variance=1]; (b) Signal
reconstructed using block size ¦$/? ; (c) A noisy bumps signal [SNR=7, * =1024,
noise variance=1]; (d) Signal reconstructed.
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Figure 3: (a) A noisy heavisine signal [SNR=7,
*
=1024, noise variance=1]; (b)
Signal reconstructed; (c) A noisy doppler signal [SNR=7,
*
=1024, noise vari-
ance=1]; (d) Signal reconstructed.
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